Vertical Mobile Manual Type Bucky Stand For DR

Website: www.buckystand.com
Email: service@newheek.com
Quick Details

Properties: Medical X-ray Equipments & Accessories
Brand Name: Newheek
Model Number: NKDRSY
Place of Origin: Shandong, China (Mainland)
Product name: vertical bucky stand
Film fixing method: frontal
Film box move distance: 1100mm
Cassette container max size: 17"*17"
Cassette container min size: 8"*10"
Grids max size: 23"*23"
Color: White
Focus: 1800mm
Column height: 1950mm
Customization: available
Certificate: ISO9001 ISO13485

Product Application

NKDRSY Medical X Ray Vertical Mobile Manual Type Bucky Stand for DR offers solutions for all the diagnostic imaging needs of hospitals, clinics and private practices. It offers max stability and effort-less movement. Medical X Ray Chest Radiography Stand can be used together with the medical X-Ray machine for the checkup of head, chest, stomach, pelvic cavity etc to get the exact diagnoses. The extended vertical travel track allows for skull examination of tall patients as well as lower extremity exposure. The vertical movement is locked by the mechanical brake handle.

It can be installed different types of flat panel detector DR or CR cassette for radiography!

Structure & Specification

It mainly consists of column, sliding rail, radiography film container, balancing device and mobile base parts.
X-Ray Vertical Bucky Stand Series

Radiology Film Container Max Travel: 1100mm;
Max X Ray Radiology Film Size: 43cm x 43cm (17” x 17”)

Highlights

Matched with mobile x ray, fixed x ray, diagnostic x ray equipment

Product Diagram
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Weifang Newheek Electronic Tech Co., Ltd.

Add:  No. 1 Factory Building of No.13426 of Yuqing East Street, Weifang, Shandong, China.
Website: www.buckystand.com  Tel: 86 536 8882360  Email: service@newheek.com
Newheek Advantages:

Original manufacturer of x-ray machine accessories for more than 16 years.

√ Customers could find all kinds of x-ray machine parts here.
√ Offer on line technological support.
√ Promise super product quality with best price and service.
√ Support the third part inspection before delivery.
√ Ensure the shortest delivery time.

Contact us

Email: service@newheek.com

Hot Line: +86 536 8882360

FAQ

The common problems on the Vertical Bucky Stand

1. What is the bucky stand application?

   Newheek bucky stand can match with DR, CR cassette and x ray film cassette for realize different x ray application.

2. Do you have mobile bucky stand?

   Sure, ours any bucky stand can realize mobile application if you want. Just contact our service is ok.

3. I want to make 17”x17” radiography, does your bucky stand meet the requirement?

   Yes, we have the related 17”x17” bucky stand to take 43cmx43cm x ray film radiography.
4. Does your bucky stand can install flat panel detector?

Yes, our bucky stand can install different brand and models of flat panel detector.

5. Is it difficult to install?

No, it isn't. It is easy to install. As for the fixed type, it just needs to use 4 pieces of φM8 expansion screws to fix. As for the mobile type, it just needs to install the mobile plate is ok.

6. Does your bucky stand can make child radiography?

Sure. Our bucky stand can both make adult and child radiography.